
The Grey Sky is a Wall 

Question: Should we stare reality in the face? 

Why this question is important:  

Until recently, religion softened human angst by promising a new, better reality after death. 

Today, heaven is fading. The better alternative reality is social media. It will confirm your 

wildest biases. It will downplay your legitimate fears. It can spread any flavour of denial like 

a language virus and normalise it. Democracy is already dying. A mass extinction is already 

underway. Positivity needs a kick in the teeth, immediately. 

 

 Chokehold i)

On my first day out of prison, a man in a red coat attacked me with a bottle outside the 

front door of my newly rented home. There was no reason for the attack. He was just drunk 

and didn’t like the look of me. Fancied a go. I was able to dodge, grab him by his scrawny 

chicken neck, and push him against the wall. My wall. The bottle smashed at our feet. Just 

before he began to choke I let go and set him free. If anybody saw me walk straight back 

inside, they would have a violent crime and an address. One plus one. Enough to cut me off 

from the outside for ten more years on top of the prior thirty.  

 

 Life is Not Free Play ii)

As very small children we consider facts and rules a blight on our lives. Of course we do. 

Forming your consciousness in a world built on facts and rules is like waking up from a 

dream where you were God. Disappointment is inevitable. This disappointment continues as 

we age and move toward our deaths. 

Picture yourself pulling clothes on, and stumbling out the door to work. You need your hair 

straight. You need money to pay the bus driver. Offer exactly the correct coins, or you shan’t 

receive change. If you miss the bus by a minute you’ll run late and do small but measurable 

damage to your career, but don’t hurry too quickly or you’ll die in traffic. At your workplace- 

whatever it is- you need to smile or at least play yourself as at ease, even if you’re unhappy. 

If you’re playing the game correctly your co-workers will pretend to like you more than they 

really do. As a matter of course some will work to undermine you, socially or professionally. 

Strike back and you will only make things worse for yourself. There’s no box you can tick to 

unchoose this reality. You need to accept every slight than stuns and every snub that stings. 

The fact that there’s no ultimate victory stares you in the face from an ever decreasing 

distance. Rebellion in our world  of fair and rational rules looks like a temper tantrum. Infant 

fists pummelling a concrete wall.  



It wasn’t supposed to be like this. Once you were god, but where did that dream go? It 

never existed. 

 

 Time Spent is Time Lost iii)

My father was an adult man who never reflected. I believe he never gave thought to our 

lives’ three most unavoidable facts: 

 

1. You were not always here. 

2. You are here now. 

3. One day you will be gone. 

 

You are little better. I am little better. A sane life is only possible by managing these facts 

through some kind of consolation system, like reproduction or religion, or by only recalling 

and facing the facts from time to time. 

I think that through murdering my father, I became less like him. I better faced the truth of 

life and death. It’s hardly surprising. I was forced to accept and consider the consequences 

of murder. I deliberately dragged the killing out, so that both I and my father would learn 

our respective lessons. 

My thirty years in prison destroyed my last remaining illusions of free play. 

Thirty years is unavoidably a portion of your lifetime, no matter how you spin the numbers. 

It’s one section of a limited timeframe. I was lucky enough to begin my life sentence at 22 

years old; if I could survive until 52 I would walk free under the grey skies once more. Other, 

older men who I came to know by name died inside the grey walls. Others who did not die 

blurred and degraded. They got out only to run back in, begging for walls and rules and a 

timetable. I do not look down on these men. I understand their desires. I share their 

weaknesses. But I am not like them. I survived prison and emerged sharper upon exit. 

 

 I Am Able to Write This Tale Because I Did Not Give In iv)

In prison, you are alone. The same is always true anywhere but in prison you notice it more. 

In that place I was able to seriously face my loneliness for the first time and accept certain 

facts about myself. Without conscious intervention I give in to despair more quickly than 

most others. Without conscious intervention I fall into anger more quickly than most others. 

Without conscious intervention I run away, give up, and break down more quickly than most 

others. These are the three most important facts I learned, faced, and accepted. 



In the tale to come you must know that whenever I am not outwardly despairing, angry, or 

afraid, it is because of conscious intervention. It is my inner self, neutering its natural 

tendencies. You cannot begin to combat the truth until you have accepted it. 

Prison sentences are measured by time. So are our lifespans. Prison was a frightening place 

but from the very first day of the very first week nothing frightened me more than the fact 

that in time I would be thrown back into the real world, and the fact that if I did not prepare 

myself for this I would be helpless, starving, and alone at 52. Close indeed to death. 

Therefore I used the time I was assigned to expand my own lifespan. 

HM Prison Perth had a library, jobs, chaplains, classes, and counselling. I signed up to 

anything likely to save my life at a future date. I spent the final years of my sentence at HM 

Prison Huntly. This is an open prison, where a lifer like me prepares for return to society. I 

learned smartphones and the internet and housing as best I could. 

I had thirty years of prison wages from cleaning and kitchen work to fall back on. It helped. 

Upon my day of exit I had already accepted a lift back into Dundee, a bottom-rung Council 

flat, and a bottom-rung Council job. I also used the prison telephones- pine green things, 

stuck to the wall- to try to stave off the deaths of old relationships. For a while I succeeded. 

 

 Peace is Born From Surrender v)

How are we persuaded that facts and rules are good? I’ve considered this often. Facts are 

necessary to know the world and in any case can’t be changed. Rules are restrictions, yes, 

but most restrict things you wouldn’t wish for and certainly would not wish upon yourself. 

This rule-based world is full of bad people with darker wishes who’d eat you alive in minutes 

should the rules ever be lifted. 

We are even allowed some breathing space. Think of it this way: 

If you’re a Scot, like me, you would probably be expected to know that we as a nation voted 

to remain in the European Union while our neighbours down in England voted to leave, but 

you wouldn’t be expected to know the exact margin for each result. If we tallied up all the 

facts available to mankind, we’d most likely find that it isn’t necessary to know more than a 

single percentage point of the total. 

There’s no pressure to match one’s knowledge with God, and so we accept our ignorance 

and make our peace with facts. 

Only to realise that facts are not our friends. 

In my life I have been physically present at two deaths– my father and my uncle. Before 

manhood and before my crime I was present by the Ninewells hospital bed when the doctor 

announced to my uncle he could expect to die before the end of the week. He did not make 



peace with this fact. There were still things he wanted to do outside the hospital walls. He 

died an hour after a bout of crying. 

The second person I saw die was my father. The light left his eyes just as my screwdriver  

punctured his right lung. He never made peace with the fact that actions- his- could have 

consequences. I believe that right until the end he still lived inside that childhood dream 

where we are gods, where play is free, space is unbound, time marches nowhere, and we 

are beholden to no-one.  

 

 One Chance For a Gap in the Sky vi)

At the end of my first week of freedom I woke early and allowed myself to explore the 

streets of Dundee with the Staffordshire Bull Terrier I bought on the sixth day, under the 

supervision and with the approval of Susy, my social worker. For the sake of a slow return to 

real life- which is life in a version of society without an hour-by-hour timetable - I had held 

off walking outside, but now the time felt right. I found a world remade which I ought not to 

begin to describe, lest I get lost. Suffice to say I did not waste the morning. By the afternoon 

my dog and I were back in the Hilltown slums. We found a pub with a view of the Tay that 

would take us. I got lager for myself and water for my Staffy and sat in a corner. There, I 

gave in to a secret desire. 

I have a private fantasy that this world is a cage, and that one day a voice from beyond the 

cage will send me instructions. Yes, for thirty years I have imagined it whispering to me from 

outside the cage, about the secret that will open up a gap in the sky which will let me slip 

free. Until my lager was finished, I indulged in this fantasy. 

 

 Isle of Lewis vii)

Every man is an island. Even when we touch we don’t really touch. We overlap like two 

ghosts superimposed on each other. I think the greatest change I ever inflicted on a person 

through touch was my father. I brought him from life to death but even that was one degree 

removed. 

My mind left my body as soon as I began. Once I stuck the knife in him and pushed him 

down I was already looking down upon the whole affair from the ceiling. I’d already planned 

out the damage I was going to do to him. Legs first, then arms. Then eyes. Then the vital 

organs. It was simply a case of following a preordained path. 

My father liked to hurt people but he only picked weak people with quiet souls, who he 

knew wouldn’t fight back. I know how to spot these people. My mother was one. My little 

brother was one. I’m one, still, somewhat. After just half a glance I knew the lad behind the 

bar in my new local was just his type. He had a half-mop of curls- quite greasy- 



unfashionable clothes, and a ruined eye. He told me later he preferred having it on display 

to wearing a patch by the slightest of margins. When I ordered my second lager at 3:50pm I 

spoke to him. 

“Awright lad, what’s yir name?” 

He pretended not to hear me. Poor boy. Of course I tried again. 

“Lad, wan mair lager please.” He came to pour it. “Cheers lad.” 

“It’s Lewis.” He handed me my lager and looked down. 

I felt my chest shift. A sob in embryonic form. Already I saw so much of my brother and I in 

this boy. Beaten and afraid. “Cheers. Ur ye fae the Hilltoon as well, Lewis?” 

If you are wondering, yes, I do speak quite differently from how I write. If you have a 

problem wi that, awa doon the Hilltoon and take it up wi is. Come tae the Taypoint. That’s 

meh new local. Quality venue. Jist the place tae burst yir nose. 

A joke. You are allowed to have problems. 

“Aye, eh am,” replied Lewis. 

“Well Lewis, e’m local bit e’ve been away…a fair while.” 

“Has it aw changed since?” 

“Most hings don’t. So gies another one would ye?” 

“Right Jamie.” Half a smile beneath that ruined eye. 

Enough for now. 

 


